
The Rise of Social Bots



Overview of the impact of bots

❖ The strange case of lajello

❖ The path to botometer

❖ The impact of bots on disinformation diffusion

❖ Case study: the interplay between bots and low quality information diffusion 
in the italian debate on immigration on twitter
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❖ homophily by selection 
and by influence analysed LM Aiello, A Barrat, C Cattuto, G Ruffo, R Schifanella, Link creation and profile alignment in the aNobii social 

network, 2010 IEEE 2nd Int.. Conf. on Social Computing, 249-256

LM Aiello, A Barrat, C Cattuto, G Ruffo, R Schifanella, Link creation and information spreading over social and 
communication ties in interest based online social network, EPJ Data Science 1 (1), 12



Application: a link recommendation algorithm
❖ A link recommendation algorithm based on prediction of profile similarities was proposed 

and tested 

❖ Results showed an improvement w.r.t. the baselines



What happened to Lajello?
Lajello, incidentally, became the second most popular user in Anobii in terms of messages 
from distinct users



Exploiting Lajello popularity
❖ Lajello started to introduce users to each other 

according our link recommendation algorithm
❖ First result: users acceptance of the 

recommendation skyrocketed if they 
previously wrote in Lajello’s wall

LM Aiello, M. Deplano, R Schifanella, G Ruffo, People are Strange when you’re a Stranger: Impact and Influence of Bots on Social 
Networks, in Proc. of the 6th Intern. AAAI Conf. on Weblogs and Social Media (ICWSM’12), Dublin, Ireland, 2012



Influence of bots



Incidentally, we created an “egg war”
•After our initial experiment, Lajello remained silent for one year and then he 

“talked”. The recommendations changed the net structure and lajello account was 
banned after 24 hours. This ignited a “war”

•Two polarized opinions emerged: Anobii users created immediately two thematic 
groups: “the (not requested) suggestions of Lajello” and “Hands-off Lajello”

•A large portion of users that were contacted by Lajello joined to one of these groups

•We observed a strong interplay between the existing relationships in the social 
network and the opinion that emerged from the users at the end of the links: “echo 
chamber” effect?



Social polarization and emotional reaction

Social Network Communication Network

red dots are lajello supporters

blu dots are lajello haters

links are existing 
social connections 
or direct messages 
(graph is directed)

bigger dots are  
users with more links

Automatic network-based community detection algorithm (OSLOM) accurately 
finds clusters (80% - Social network, 72% - Communication network), confirming 
a signal of segregation between the two groups before link recommendations





Lessons learned and observations
❖ Handle experiments in social media 

with care :)

❖ A simple spambot can take power in a 
social network

❖ A seed of polarization found in pre-
existing network structure 

❖ … also the structure changed after our 
experiment was run!

❖ What if the real identity and 
motivations of Lajello were fact-
checked?


